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Abstract

This draft describes the performance measures used in
the VOTS2023 challenge organized in conjuction with the
ICCV2023 VOTS2023 workshop. Please see further details
on the challenge website1.

1. Performance evaluation protocol
The VOTS2023 challenge requires tracking one or more

targets simultaneously by segmentation over long or short
sequences, while the targets may disappear during track-
ing and reappear later in the video. The targets may be
whole instances or only their parts. The tracker is initial-
ized in the first frame on all specified targets. For each sub-
sequent frame, the tracker is required to report the locations
for all visible targets in that frame. Specifically, a segmen-
tation mask is required for each visible target, while a ”not
present” label is reported for the absent targets. The tracker
is then evaluated with the new performance measures pre-
sented in the following.

1.1. VOTS performance measures

The goal of a multi-target tracker is to reliably track each
individual target selected in the first frame. Drifting off a
target to background or another target is equally considered
as failed tracking. This allows definition of per-target per-
formance measures, which are averaged over all targets to
obtain the final score.

From perspective of tracking a single target, five scenar-
ios visualized in Figure 1 emerge. Three scenarios cover
cases with the target present: target successfuly localized
(sc1), tracker drift (sc2), target incorrectly predicted as ab-
sent (sc3). Two scenarios cover the cases with the target ab-
sent: target predicted as present (sc4), and target predicted
as absent (sc5). In the following we introduce performance

1https://www.votchallenge.net/vots2023/

measures based on the notion of tracking success that take
all these scenarios into account.

Tracking of i-th target on n-th frame of the sequence
s is considered successful if the predicted target location
and the ground truth (i.e., segmentation masks) match suffi-
ciently well. The success is measured by an intersection-
over-union (IoU), binarized by some threshold θ (i.e., 1
for values greater than θ, and 0 otherwise). Note that the
IoU generalizes well to the case with target absent – if the
tracker reports the empty mask in this case (i.e., target ab-
sent flag), it receives the IoU=1, since the reported mask
is in total agreement with the ground truth, otherwise the
IoU=0. The overall tracking success for the considered tar-
get at threshold θ is thus defined as
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1
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where Ts and Ns are the number of targets and frames2 in
the sequence s, N is the number of sequences and [osin >
θ] is the operator that binarizes osin (i.e., the IoU) at a given
frame. The performance can be summarized by a tracking
quality plot akin to [3] for all thresholds θ ∈ [0, 1) as shown
in Figure 2. Note that the threshold interval is open, since
by definition, the IoU cannot exceed θ = 1.0. For the vi-
sualization purposes, the right-most point is thus evaluated
with [· ≡ θ].

The tracking quality plot has similar interpretation prop-
erties as the standard success plot [3], with a difference that
the right-most point at θ = 1.0 can be typically higher.
The reason is that it accounts for long-term tracking prop-
erties in addition to short-term tracking properties. The val-
ues IoU=1 can only occur when the prediction completely
matches the ground truth (sc1 and sc5 in Figure1). In prac-
tice, this is very rare when the target is visible, thus the
value is dominated by cases of correctly predicting the tar-

2Note that the initalization frames are excluded from evaluation, since
the tracker does not predict the target location at those frames.



Figure 1. Five scenarios emerge from combinations of target presence and tracker outputs.

Figure 2. Tracking quality plot with the dashed line indicating per-
ceptage of target-basent frames.

get absence (sc5). The practically maximal achievable value
will thus be a percentage of the target absent frames in the
dataset. This value is indicated in the plot for better inter-
pretation.

The primary VOTS performance measure, called the
tracking quality Q summarizes the tracking quality plot by
the area under the curve. Following the success plot deriva-
tion in [2], it can be shown that the tracking quality is equal
to the sequence-normalized average overlap to avoid errors
in numerical area-under-the-curve computation, i.e.,
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1.1.1 Secondary performance measures

Additional secondary performance measures are proposed
for further tracking insights. The first two measures,
traditionally used in VOT [1], are localization accuracy
and robustness. The accuracy (Acc) is defined as the
sequence-normalized average overlap over successfully

tracked frames, i.e.,
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where Nsiθ is the number of successfully tracked frames
(i.e., with IoU> 0) with the target i visible in sequence s.
The tracking robustness (Rob) is defined as the percentage
of frames with IoU> 0 and target i visible (i.e., a recall),
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where N sc1
si is the number of frames with scenario sc1 (Fig-

ure 1). Following our prior works [1], the tracker perfor-
mance on frames with visible target is summarized by the
AR plots [1], with the top-right position indicating the bet-
ter performance.

The next two secondary performance measures answer
the question ”Why did tracker fail while the target was visi-
ble?”. The first measure, called Not-Reported Error (NRE),
gives the percentage of frames where the tracker incorrectly
reported the target as absent, i.e.,
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while the second, called Drift-Rate Error DRE, gives the
percentage of frames where the tracker drifted off the target,
i.e.,
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The final secondary measure answers the question ”How
well is the traget absence determined?”. This measure,
called Absence-Detection Quality ADQ, gives the percent-
age of frames with target correctly predicted as absent, i.e.,
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Note that in practice, to ensure numerical stability, we
consider only those targets, that are absent for at least 10
frames in a sequence.
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